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Abstract

Real-time systems must respond to events in a timely
fashion; in hard real-time systems the penalty for a
missed deadline is high. It is therefore necessary to de-
sign hard real-time systems so that the timing behavior
of the tasks can be predicted. Static real-time systems
have prior knowledge of the worst-case arrival patterns
and resource usage. Therefore, a schedule can be calcu-
lated off-line and tasks can be guaranteed to have suf-
ficient resources to complete (resource adequacy). Dy-
namic real-time systems, on the other hand, do not have
such prior knowledge, and therefore must react to events
when they occur. They also must adapt to changes in the
urgencies of various tasks, and fairly allocate resources
among the tasks. A disadvantage of static real-time sys-
tems is that a requirement on resource adequacy makes
them expensive and often impractical. Dynamic real-
time systems, on the other hand, have the disadvantage
of being less predictable and therefore difficult to test.
Hence, in dynamic systems, timeliness is hard to guar-
antee and reliability is often low. Using a constrained
execution environment, we attempt to increase the testa-
bility of such systems. An initial step is to identify fac-
tors that affect testability. We present empirical results
on how various factors in the execution environment im-
pacts testability of real-time systems. The results show
that some of the factors, previously identified as possi-
bly impacting testability, do not have an impact, while
others do.

1 Introduction

A real-time system is required to have timeliness (i.e.,
a timely behavior). The penalty of a missed deadline can
be particularly high for hard real-time systems. Hard
real-time systems are therefore usually designed so that
their timing behavior is highly predictable. Common
approaches for this includes scheduling tasks statically
and assuming there will always be enough resources (re-
source adequacy). As a consequence, such systems have
a predictable behavior that is easy to test and also en-
hances the ability to verify timeliness with formal meth-
ods. We refer to such real-time systems as static RTS.

Building static RTSs requires knowledge about the
worst case execution time and maximum need for re-
sources such as shared data and bandwidth. Designing
for resource adequacy is often expensive and infeasible
when the environment is unpredictable. The alterna-
tive is to use an approach that includes dynamic, online
scheduling. Such systems react to events by deciding
how to react on a case-by-case basis. A new task may
be triggered in response to the event. The new task is
assigned a priority based on urgency and criticality and
the queue is rescheduled. If the new task has a higher
priority than the task that is currently executing, the ex-
ecuting task is preempted in favor of the new task. We
call such real-time system dynamic RTS. The drawback
of dynamic RTSs is that they are inherently harder to test
than static RTSs [13]. The major reason is that execution
of a dynamic RTS is decided by the often unpredictable
environment while execution of a static RTS is decided
by time. Moreover, a static RTS has harder constraints
on its execution environment than dynamic RTSs and



these constraints result in predictable behavior.
The problem that a real-time systems designer some-

times faces is that building a static RTS is too expensive
due to an unpredictable environment and building a dy-
namic RTS is too risky due to low testability. We do
not yet know how to build dynamic RTSs with enough
support to test timeliness properties. This is the problem
we are trying to address in this research, specifically in
terms of assessing and increasing testability in dynamic
RTSs.

According to the IEEE Standard Glossary of Soft-
ware Engineering Terminology, testability is the degree
to which a system or component facilitates the estab-
lishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to
determine whether those criteria have been met [8]. The
real challenge is to increase testability in dynamic sys-
tems while maintaining the dynamic semantics. An im-
portant step to building dynamic RTSs that are easier to
test is to understand how testability is affected by the
execution environment.

This paper describes an empirical study of the impact
of the execution environment constraints on testability
of dynamic RTSs. Testability is discussed in the context
of testing for timeliness on a system level. Constraints
on the execution environment are varied and their im-
pact on testability estimated. The choice of constraints is
based on previous work by Birgisson, Mellin and Andler
that defines an upper bound on test effort for dynamic
RTSs [2]. The experimental goal is to see whether our
results support their claims of how the constraints affect
testability. Our hypothesis is that each constraint in their
formulae is significant for testability. We also evaluate
whether the formulae can be used as an approximation
of testability, that is, if the upper bound is sufficiently
tight.

2 Background

The effort to test a system, test effort, is affected by
a number of different aspects such as test process, de-
gree of automation, and the skills of the test team. An
important aspect is the testability of the system. Testa-
bility is a concept that has proven to be hard to define.
Several inconsistent definitions exist [8, 14, 17]. The
reason is that testability is an emergent property of the
system itself but the support for testing that is given by
the system depends on what we are testing for. Hence,
a system may have high testability with respect to some
testing activities (for example, logical correctness in a
software unit) and low with respect to other (for exam-
ple, performance in a target system). It is, therefore, our
opinion that testability is a system property that can best
be defined and estimated with respect to the purpose of

a testing activity. This is also reflected in the definition
of system testability used in this paper: System testa-
bility is the degree to which a system has a design or
implementation that supports selection, execution, ob-
servation, and analysis of tests targeting verification of
required system properties. This paper focuses on test-
ing of timeliness and the required property here is time-
liness. We refer to this as timeliness testability.

Concurrency, resource allocation policy, and online
scheduling are major factors that affect testability in dy-
namic RTSs. Execution of concurrent processes is in-
terleaved in some order decided by a dynamic scheduler
that bases each decision on current state. Race condi-
tions and small variations in timing may result in differ-
ent execution orders (that is, interleavings in a task set).
Introducing accelerating hardware such as caches and
pipes means that variations in timing are increased (that
is, the difference between best case and worst case with
respect to elapsed time is increased) and thereby harder
to predict. Hence, the same input may lead to different
behavior with respect to when things happen. The con-
sequence is not only that it is hard to repeat tests, it also
makes the results less trustworthy since meeting a dead-
line on one test execution does not guarantee it will be
met the next time that test is run. A final observation
is that the problem with several potential execution or-
ders tends to get worse when the system is stressed by
a high task load and event bursts. These are precisely
the situations that a tester would use to provoke the sys-
tem to miss a deadline. When the load is normal, race
conditions and preemptions are more rare and the result-
ing behavior with respect to execution order much more
predictable.

A common approach to handling the problem of hav-
ing several potential execution orders for the same test
case is to execute the same test suite several times to get
statistical confidence for the result. However, this ap-
proach works better when testing for efficiency (average
response time) than when testing for timeliness (worst
response time). When running a test for timeliness, we
want to increase confidence that a deadline will be met
under all circumstances. The average response time is
of no concern for timeliness [15]. From a tester’s point
of view, it is the worst cases we want to execute, by for
example, executing with overload or reduced capacity.
Focusing on the worst cases and adverse circumstances
distinguishes timeliness testing from funcational testing,
which usually focuses on test cases representative for an
operational profile.

As the number of potential execution orders increases
for test cases included in the test suite, it becomes harder
to gain sufficient confidence for timeliness with the sta-
tistical approach. Therefore, we consider the number of
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potential execution orders to be a reasonable metric for
estimation of timeliness testability. This metric of time-
liness testability is used in this study. This metric goes
in line with previous work [13].

2.1 Previous work

Kopetz [9] points out that testability of a real-time
system depends on the architecture and must be consid-
ered during the design phase [9]. The most complete
work concerning testability of distributed real-time sys-
tems was by Schütz [13]. Schütz presents a formula that
expresses an upper bound on the number of control paths
for a time-triggered system. Furthermore, Schütz shows
how the formula applies to dynamic event-triggered sys-
tems.

An upper bound on test effort for dynamic RTSs was
defined by Mellin [12]. Mellin presents a formula that
expresses the upper bound for test effort in a dynamic
RTS. The formula is further refined to allow for more
than one shared resource [2]. The current paper suggests
that some of the properties from time-triggered static
systems, such as sparse time base, in combination with
designated preemption points, and a maximum number
of concurrently executing tasks, should be adopted in
the dynamic design. The result is still a dynamic, event-
triggered system but with a level of testability that ap-
proaches time-triggered systems. The formula expresses
the upper bound on the test effort as a function of a set
of execution environment constraints (see Equations 1
through 4).
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1. FSTAT: The upper bound for the number of combi-
nations of event sequences and states with respect
to experienced preemptions and current blockings
for each task.

2. ESTAT: The number of distinct event sequences for
an interval with s observation points during the in-
terval and n distinct events that may occur during
the same interval.

3. PSTAT: The number of preemption states where q
is the upper bound for concurrently executing tasks
of the same type, t is the number of task types, and
p is the upper bound on the number of preemptions
a task can experience during execution.

4. BSTAT: The number of distinct blocking states. As
in PSTAT, q is the upper bound for concurrently ex-
ecuting tasks and p is the upper bound on the num-
ber of preemptions. C is a bag of all possible block-
ing scenarios. A blocking scenario ci is defined by
the number of resources that any task is blocked on
and the number of tasks that are blocked on the re-
source. An example of a blocking scenario is [5,
3, 3], where tasks are blocked at three different re-
sources and the numbers represent the number of
blocked tasks for each resource.

The next section describes an experiment to evaluate
these formulae.

3 Experimental Setup

The basic idea for this investigation is to model a dy-
namic RTS with its execution environment, vary the in-
vestigated constraints, and study the effect on the num-
ber of potential execution orders. In this section, we de-
scribe how this experiment was conducted.

3.1 Purpose of experiment

The purpose of our work is to evaluate the previous
theoretical work. The equations provide appealing mod-
els, but they must be verified empirically to be useful.
Specifically, the experiment tries to answer three ques-
tions: (i) do the proposed constraints (the values of s,
q and p) affect testability in the same way as suggested
by the formulae, (ii) does the formula give a true upper
bound for testability, and (iii) is the formula an appro-
priate approximation of testability as we measure it (is
the bound sufficiently tight).
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3.2 A real-time system model

The subject of our study is a control application for
a steel plant SIDMAR. The steel plant has been pre-
viously described in detail and used in several studies
[1, 4, 5, 6]. The plant consists of two cranes, two conver-
tor vessels, five machines, two normal tracks, a buffer, a
storage place, a holding place, and a continuous casting
machine. Figure 1 shows how these components inter-
act.

convertor
vessel #1

convertor
vessel #1

machine#1 machine#2 machine#3

machine#4 machine#5

track#1

track#2

crane#1

crane#2

buffer

storage
place

holding 
place

continuous
casting
machine

Figure 1. Layout of the steel production
plant. The figure is taken from Fehnker [6].

• Convertor vessels: This is where the pig iron (raw
cast iron) enters the system. It is poured portion-
wise into steel ladles.

• Tracks: The ladles can move autonomously along
two normal tracks. Moving from one track to an-
other requires a crane.

• Cranes: Two cranes are available to move the la-
dles between tracks, the buffer, the storage place
and the holding place. The crane is also needed for
moving empty ladles from the casting machine to
the storage place.

• Machines: SIDMAR has five machines of three dif-
ferent types. Machines #1 and #4 are identical as
are machines #2 and #5. The quality of the steel
depends on the order with which the machines treat
the iron.

…

…

Controlled
Environm ent

Application

en

e2

e1

τmτ2τ1

SchedulerObserver
Resource
handler

Execution environm ent

Figure 2. The modeled system.

• Continuous casting machine: This is where the
steel leaves the system. The casting machine con-
sists of two parts, a holding place and the casting
machine itself. The casting machine works as a
merry go round. An empty ladle can only leave
the casting machine when the holding place has a
full ladle.

• Buffer: The buffer can hold at most five ladles and
can be used to pass ladles between the cranes.

• Storage place: Empty ladles are placed on the stor-
age place. An empty ladle can only be transported
to the storage place if the holding place contains a
full ladle. Moving an empty ladle from the casting
machine requires a crane.

We model the control application for the steel plant
as a dynamic RTS. This means that we identify a set
of triggering events and task types that respond to such
events. Each task is assumed to be executed by a pro-
cess. A subset of these tasks, with their natural depen-
dencies with respect to timing and shared resources, is
used in the study.

We have developed a formal model of the system in
timed automata (TA). The model, summarized in figure
2, consists of three parts: (1) the application, (2) a con-
trolled environment, and (3) an execution environment.

1. Execution environment: The execution environ-
ment contains three TA processes that model a
scheduler, a resource handler, and an observer.

• Scheduler: Scheduling is dynamic and the
schedule is recalculated whenever a task is
triggered, blocked, finished or releases a re-
source. The schedule uses the earliest dead-
line first policy, EDF.

• Resource handler: Resource handling is dy-
namic and based on the first in first out (FIFO)
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policy. Hence, this resource handler imple-
ments the same behavior as a set of FIFO
semaphores, one for each shared resource.

• Observer: The role of the observer is to ob-
serve events in the controlled environment
and communicate observations to the sched-
uler. The observer ensures that event occur-
rences are observed by the system at the next
observation point.

2. Controlled environment: The controlled environ-
ment contains a set of TA processes, e1...en. Each
TA process simulates a triggering event from a sen-
sor signal.

3. Application: The application contains a set of TA
processes, τ1...τm where each TA process simu-
lates execution of a task. On a signal from the ob-
server, the TA process moves from an idle state to a
ready state where it stays until it is first in the ready
queue.

The system model is varied with respect to investi-
gated constraints. Testability is estimated by counting
the potential execution orders in each variant with the
model checker UPPAAL [10].

3.3 Independent variables

The variables that this study varies are three parame-
ters in the formulae for upper bound on test effort, Equa-
tions 1 through 4. Each parameter is a property of the
constrained execution environment. The parameters are:

1. Number of observations during the observed inter-
val, called observePoints in the text, s in the formu-
lae.

• The length of the observed interval, ga, is
based on the maximum response time. An
event that occurs at time t should have no im-
pact on the behavior at time t + ga since any
task it might have triggered no longer remains
in the system.

• The number of observations, observePoints
(s), during the observed interval is ga

go
where

go is the time granularity of the observations.

• observePoints is varied by varying the granu-
larity of the sparse time base used by the ob-
server in the TA system.

2. Maximum number of concurrently executing tasks
of the same type, called maxTasks in the text, q in
the formulae.

• Tasks are triggered as a response to events in
the controlled environment.

• Triggering of the task is delayed until the next
observation point by the observer.

• Triggering of the task may be further delayed
until less than maximum number of tasks are
executing.

• maxTasks is controlled by the number of TA.
processes specified in the TA system

3. Maximum number of preemptions a task may en-
counter, called maxPreempts in the text, p in the
formulae.

• Tasks are executing in non-preempted inter-
vals between designated preemption points.

• A task that has encountered the maximum
number of preemptions completes execution
in non-preemptive mode.

• maxPreempts is implemented as a constant in
the TA system.

A test scenario in this context is a series of steel la-
dles entering the system on the conveyor belt at machine
#1 or #4 (see Figure 1). A test scenario specifies the
number of arriving steel ladles and a small span of time
for each arrival. The reason to have a span of time rather
than an exact point in time is that we want to mimic a test
situation where the exact point in time is hard to control.

As a steel ladle is being processed and moves be-
tween different machines, it generates a series of sensor
signals. Timers keep track of delays between these sig-
nals. For example, it takes an amount of time to move
from one sensor to another. Again, we model this as
spans of time rather than exact points in time. For ex-
ample, it does not take exactly x time units to move from
position A to B, it takes between x-1 and x+1 time units
depending on, for example, the speed of a belt or crane.

The choice of test scenarios in our study is a trade-off
between our intention to stress the system with a burst
of events and the limitation imposed from model check-
ing. We therefore, selected test scenarios that were as
stressing as could be handled by the model checker. The
underlying assumption is that if a significant impact is
shown for these scenarios, then this impact will be at
least as significant for a test scenario where the event
burst is worse.

Four scenarios were specified and for each such test
scenario, the values of the variables observePoints, max-
Tasks, and maxPreempts are varied. Each variation re-
sults in a TA model, referred to as model variants.
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3.4 Execution

Each scenario was included in a model and the set
of model variants were specified for all scenarios. The
models in a set are identical except for the values of
the independent variables observePoints, maxTasks, and
maxPreempts. Hence, differences in the number of po-
tential execution orders depend on the different values of
these controlled parameters. Each model variant is fed
to a model checker used to determine potential execution
orders.

Finding the complete set of execution orders in a
large model is difficult for two reasons. A model checker
typically determines a single trace and the state-space
exploration algorithm can use significant memory. The
state-space explosion problem refers to the exponential
size of state space with respect to the size of the input
model [7]. We therefore developed a tool to derive all
execution orders that a model may generate.

The tool repeatedly invokes the model checker until
all execution orders in the currently explored model are
found. The tool also mitigates the problem with mem-
ory consumption by using a guide automaton. This tech-
nique reduces the memory needed for each invocation of
the model checker. This method is further described in
our previous paper [3].

4 Number of Observation Points

This section presents the results concerning the ef-
fect of the number of observation points (observePoints,
or parameter s in Formulae 2) on testability. Four differ-
ent scenarios were used and the value of observePoints
is varied from 500 to 2500. Figure 3 shows the result
from three scenarios. The fourth scenario is excluded
from the figure for presentation reasons1. The results
show that the number of execution orders grows with a
constant rate for all scenarios. The fourth scenario gives
a higher number of execution orders, which is explained
by the fact that this scenario contains one more input
event compared to the other scenarios.

The results suggest that the effect parameter observe-
Points has on testability is linear rather than exponential,
which is suggested by previous work [2, 13]. Formula 2
gives the upper bound on the number of potential event
sequences. This means that the input domain grows ex-
ponentially with observePoints. However, unless we in-
tend to perform exhaustive testing, the number of test
cases that we need to execute does not necessarily grow
as rapidly as the size of the input domain. Moreover, a

1The result from the fourth scenario shows a linear growth when
observePoints is increased but the number of orders is approximately
one magnitude higher for the fourth scenario.
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Figure 3. Effects of the number of obser-
vation points.

large input domain does not necessarily imply low testa-
bility since testability is more a question of how difficult
it is to define, execute and analyze the tests. Our re-
sults show that the larger observePoints is, the more the
predictability of the dynamic system is affected. Hence,
it gets harder to control the execution of a selected test
case and the confidence gained from test execution de-
creases because the same test may have different behav-
iors in different executions.

5 Concurrency

This section presents the results concerning the ef-
fect of the number of concurrently executing tasks of the
same type (maxTasks, or parameter q in Formulae 3 and
4) on testability. The same four scenarios used to inves-
tigate the impact from observation granularity were now
checked to investigate the impact from concurrency. Pa-
rameter maxTasks was varied between 1 and 3. The ex-
periments found no impact from this parameter. Several
explanations for this are possible:

• The selected scenarios might not be appropriate to
provoke multiple execution orders.

• The selected policies for scheduling and resource
handling might not be appropriate for investigation
of this parameter.

• The parameters have little or no impact on testabil-
ity.

It is hard to argue that the parameter has no effect
on testability just because we could not find a scenario
where the impact was shown. However, there are intu-
itive reasons to believe that this parameter is less inter-
esting from a testability perspective:

• Our TA model uses an EDF scheduling policy. A
real system might use another policy but a dynamic
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RTS bases its scheduling decisions on the tightness
of the deadlines and/or the importance (criticality)
of the tasks.

• Importance of a task is generally decided by the
task type and its associated value function (i.e., the
penalty of a missed deadline).

• Deadline of a task is decided by the type of trigger-
ing event and when the event was observed by the
system.

• Two events of the same type cannot be observed at
the same point in time according to the underlying
assumptions for Formula 2 [2].

Hence, if several concurrently executing tasks of the
same type are present, they have the same criticality
but different deadlines and therefore a predictable pri-
ority order. This leads to a predictable execution or-
der since the task with the higher priority will execute
first. It might be possible that a locking protocol together
with specific blocking scenarios can provoke an execu-
tion where a task preempts a previously triggered task
of the same type. However, locking protocols, such as
the Stack resource protocol [16], are predictable and are
therefore likely to have little impact on the number of ex-
ecution orders. Investigation of the impact on testability
from such protocols is therefore left for future work.

6 Preemptions

This section describes the results concerning the ef-
fect of the number of allowed preemptions (maxPre-
empts, or parameter p in Formulae 3) on testability. We
investigated the scenarios used in previous experiments
and found little impact. The reason was that in these
scenarios, with their small number of events, there were
very few preemptions even when we allowed an unlim-
ited number of them. In order to study the effect of
the constraint we needed a scenario with a potentially
high number of preemptions, e.g., an emergency situa-
tion with alarm signals. The scenarios used previously
only included the normal arrival of a few steel ladles and
this could not stress the system enough to study this pa-
rameter.

Three different scenarios were selected. The scenar-
ios included bursts of high-priority interrupts leading to
preemptions and possible race conditions on both CPU
and other shared resources and can therefore, be con-
sidered as worst cases. It is, however, worth noticing
that the limitation of model checking never let us try
any scenario that was near a real worst case situation.

All that we can do is try to provoke as bad a case as pos-
sible. Again, the assumption is that the impact shown
on the number of execution orders will not decrease if
we add more events to the event burst. These scenarios
are particularly hard to predict with respect to the dy-
namic schedule. This makes such scenarios interesting
test cases from a timeliness perspective. The results of
varying the maximum number of preemptions in such
scenarios is shown in Figure 4. Only one scenario is
shown for presentation reasons2.
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Figure 4. Result of varying the maximum
number of preemptions.

The maximum number of preemptions is varied from
1 to 11 and as shown in Figure 4, the number of exe-
cution orders increases exponentially. There is a point
of saturation for each scenario. Beyond this point, an in-
crease of maxPreempts has no effect on the execution or-
ders for the scenario. The saturation occurs when max-
Preempts approaches a limit on the number of preemp-
tions that a task in the particular scenario can experience
if maxPreempts is unbounded.

The results show that the maximum number of pre-
emptions has a significant impact on the number of exe-
cution orders. The exponential growth of the number of
execution orders support the theory from previous work
[2, 11] and suggests that an upper bound on maxPre-
empts is a good candidate for increasing testability.

7 Results

Section 3.1 introduced three questions to be ad-
dressed by the experiment. The first question is whether
observePoints, maxTasks and maxPreempts affect testa-
bility in the same way as the formulae in section 2 sug-

2The other two scenarios also showed an exponential growth fol-
lowed by a saturation. However, the magnitude differ and the satura-
tion occurred at different points.
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gest. The experimental results indicate that observe-
Points and maxPreempts do affect testability while max-
Tasks has no effect at all, given the policies selected for
scheduling and resource handling in the experimental
setting. The effect on testability from maxPreempts is
exponential, which agrees with the formulae. The effect
on testability from observePoints is linear in the exper-
imental data rather than exponential. The exponential
impact from observePoints suggested in previous work,
[2, 13], refers to the size of the input domain. This exper-
iment ignores the size of the input domain and focuses
on the effect on the execution orders. The results show
that there is an impact on testability from observePoints
other than the sole size of the input domain.

The second question is whether the formulae give a
true upper bound on testability. The data in this experi-
ment agree with this statement.

The third question is whether the formulae give an
appropriate approximation of testability. The data in-
dicate a negative answer to this question. Given our
view of testability, the effect from observePoints is much
lower than suggested by the formulae. Moreover, our
results indicate that there is no effect on testability from
maxTasks.

8 Conclusions

In this work, we have assumed that exhaustive test-
ing is not an option and that the size of the input domain
has less impact on testing than other factors such as con-
trollability and observability. A dynamic RTS reacts to
events in the environment by online decisions about ex-
ecution and schedule. Due to elements that are not con-
trolled in such systems, the behavior with respect to tim-
ing and execution order is less predictable in a dynamic
RTS than in a corresponding static RTS. We have there-
fore chosen the number of execution orders as a reason-
able approximation of testability when timeliness test-
ing is our goal. This approximation assigns the highest
level of testability to the time-triggered design of static
RTS, where there is only one potential execution order
for each input sequence.

The load a tester would use to stress the system under
test is higher than could possibly be used in a study like
this. This is, of course, due to the state-space explosion
problem. We used long running tasks and short inter-
rupts but the load was never higher than twelve concur-
rently executing tasks. It is always possible to question
whether this load is representative or not. However, the
load was high enough to allow us to observe the effect on
testability. This effect is likely to be even higher when
the system under test is undergoing tests for timeliness.

8.1 Contribution

We have investigated the impact on testability from
a set of execution environment constraints. The con-
straints are proposed to increase testability in dynamic
RTSs. We have shown that two of the proposed con-
straints, designated preemption points and observation
points, are good candidates for increasing testability in
dynamic RTSs. The third constraint, concurrently exe-
cuting tasks of the same task type, showed no impact on
testability. The results show that the formulae for an up-
per bound on test effort of dynamic RTSs (Equations 1
through 4) are not adequate to be used as an approxima-
tion for testability.

8.2 Future work

One thing that needs to be investigated is whether
these results remain when we change the policies for
scheduling and/or resource handling. This study han-
dled resources by emulating simple FIFO semaphores.
It would help to repeat the experiments using a protocol
that consider the task priorities when allocating shared
resources.

The results show that the formulae for an upper
bound on test effort is not sufficiently tight to be used
as an approximation of testability. It is therefore neces-
sary to find a closer bound. It is possible that an approx-
imation is more useful to the designer than a true upper
bound.
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